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This Déjà Vu Feeling—Analysis of Multidomain Protein
Evolution in Eukaryotic Genomes
Christian M. Zmasek*, Adam Godzik*

Program in Bioinformatics and Systems Biology, Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute, La Jolla, California, United States of America

Abstract

Evolutionary innovation in eukaryotes and especially animals is at least partially driven by genome rearrangements and the
resulting emergence of proteins with new domain combinations, and thus potentially novel functionality. Given the random
nature of such rearrangements, one could expect that proteins with particularly useful multidomain combinations may have
been rediscovered multiple times by parallel evolution. However, existing reports suggest a minimal role of this
phenomenon in the overall evolution of eukaryotic proteomes. We assembled a collection of 172 complete eukaryotic
genomes that is not only the largest, but also the most phylogenetically complete set of genomes analyzed so far. By
employing a maximum parsimony approach to compare repertoires of Pfam domains and their combinations, we show that
independent evolution of domain combinations is significantly more prevalent than previously thought. Our results indicate
that about 25% of all currently observed domain combinations have evolved multiple times. Interestingly, this percentage is
even higher for sets of domain combinations in individual species, with, for instance, 70% of the domain combinations
found in the human genome having evolved independently at least once in other species. We also show that previous,
much lower estimates of this rate are most likely due to the small number and biased phylogenetic distribution of the
genomes analyzed. The process of independent emergence of identical domain combination is widespread, not limited to
domains with specific functional categories. Besides data from large-scale analyses, we also present individual examples of
independent domain combination evolution. The surprisingly large contribution of parallel evolution to the development of
the domain combination repertoire in extant genomes has profound consequences for our understanding of the evolution
of pathways and cellular processes in eukaryotes and for comparative functional genomics.
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Introduction

Most eukaryotic proteins are composed of multiple domains,

units with their own evolutionary history and, often, specific and

conserved functions. The ordered arrangement of all domains in a

given protein constitutes its architecture. Protein architecture can

also be described in a simplified way as a list of binary domain

combinations. While not completely equivalent, both views

provide similar insights, and in this manuscript we will predom-

inantly use the latter. Many domains can combine with different

partner domains and, as a result, form a wide variety of domain

combinations, often even within the same species [1]. Bringing

together multiple domains in one protein creates a distinct entity,

combining functions of its constituents. The emergence of proteins

with new domain combinations is thought to be a major

mechanism of evolution of new functionality in eukaryotic

genomes [2,3]. It is especially important in the evolution of

pathways, where physical proximity of domains in multidomain

proteins links different elements of the pathway; thus, emergence

of a new domain combination may rearrange pathways or

processes in the cell [3]. The modular structure of eukaryotic

proteins provides a mechanism that promotes differentiation and

variation of protein functions despite the existence of only a

limited number of domains. One can argue that the ease with

which new domain combinations can be created provides

eukaryotic genomes with the flexibility/plasticity that horizontal

gene transfer and mobile genomic elements bring to prokaryotic

genomes.

The domain repertoires of most eukaryotes are remarkably

similar, both in size as well as in their content [4,5]. In contrast,

the number of distinct domain combinations found in multido-

main proteins shows more variability between different organisms

and correlates strongly with organism complexity and lifestyle

[6,7]. To some extent, the evolution of eukaryotes and major

milestones in their phylogeny, leading to the rise of complex

organisms, such as humans, can be linked to the emergence of

specific protein architectures rather than to the emergence of new

domains. This finding has prompted many studies on the evolution

of multidomain proteins, especially those that are involved in

regulation of pathways such as apoptosis or innate immunity [5,8].

Special attention was, for instance, put on ‘‘promiscuous’’

domains—domains that have been found in combination with a

particularly large number of partner domains [9–11]. Many such

domains, for instance the PDZ or SH3 domains, are protein–

protein interaction domains that ‘‘recruit’’ proteins to specific

signaling pathways. Several groups attempted to infer domain

architectures in ancestral genomes to be able to better study the

evolution of new functionalities and processes carried out by such
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proteins [12–14]. The dynamics of domain rearrangements add an

additional dimension to the analysis of the evolution of gene

families, which, on top of point mutations, deletions, and

insertions, can also include gains and losses of entire domains.

Proteins can gain (or lose) new domains in genome rearrange-

ments, creating (or removing) domain combinations [15,16]. In

particular, the emergence of animals and, even more so, the

emergence of vertebrates, have been associated with the appear-

ance of novel domain combinations [2,17]. It has been suggested

that new domain combinations allowed for functional diversifica-

tion and contributed decisively to the evolution of complex

multicellular systems in animals [2].

However, one can expect that the process of domain shuffling

could lead not only to the emergence of completely new domain

combinations, but also to the independent emergence of domain

combinations already present in other, even distantly related,

organisms. In fact, it has been shown that certain domain

combinations observed in proteins involved in innate immunity

have evolved independently several times [8]. Such proteins are

not descendants of an ancestor protein that already contained the

domain combination(s) in question, but instead evolved indepen-

dently by parallel evolution [8]. The issue of independent domain

combination evolution is not only of great theoretical interest, but

also important in the context of comparative functional genomics,

in particular for protein function prediction. Proteins with

identical architectures are oftentimes (but sometimes erroneously)

viewed as orthologs with all the resulting expectations as to the

similarity of their functions [18]. Yet, if the architectures are the

result of two different evolutionary trajectories, they may seem

like orthologs but may well not be. At the same time, the question

of if and how parallel evolution of domain combinations relates to

functional similarity is an important and as of yet only poorly

explored one. However, here we mostly address a simpler

question, namely that of how common this phenomenon is. The

first study addressing this issue, based on then-available 5

eukaryotic, 11 archaeal, and 46 bacterial genomes, claimed that

independent evolution of domain combinations is rare and that

only 0.4% to 4.0% of proteins are the result of such evolution

[19]. A more recent study based on a larger set of 28 eukaryotic,

15 archaeal, and 53 bacterial genomes suggests that between

5.6% and 12% of domain architectures (which can contain more

than two domains and are thus different from domain combina-

tions) appeared independently more than once (both between

species and within species) [20]. Another study, using a large

dataset of proteins, but not necessarily from complete genomes,

showed a more complex picture, with such events being rare in

small gene families, but more frequent in large ones [13]. Here,

we return to the same question, taking advantage of a now-

available, much larger set of 172 complete genomes sampling

most (five out of six) eukaryotic supergroups. At the same time,

we focus our analysis solely on eukaryotic genomes, mostly

because the tree of life for bacteria and archaea is not well

defined and because of the role lateral gene transfer is likely to

play in these kingdoms.

Results

Domain architecture analysis in 172 eukaryotic genomes
We have collected complete sets of predicted proteins for 172

eukaryotic genomes representing five out of six eukaryotic

supergroups [21,22]—Opisthokonta, Amoebozoa, Archaeplas-

tida, Chromalveolata, and Excavata, with no representatives

from Rhizaria [23]. In particular, we analyzed 112 genomes

from Opisthokonta, namely 48 Metazoans (animals), 2 Choano-

flagellata (unicellular and colonial eukaryotes, the closest living

relatives of metazoa), Capsaspora owczarzaki as the sole represen-

tative of Filasterea (unicellular euakaryotes, forming a sister

clade to Metazoa and Choanoflagellata [24]), and 61 fungi. In

addition, one genome, that of Thecamonas trahens, represents

apusozoa (flagellate protozoa, most of which feed on bacteria

[25]), which are usually grouped with Opisthokonta. Three

genomes in our analyses are from Amoebozoa (amoeboid

protozoa), 33 from Archaeplastida (plants and relatives), 18

from Chromalveolata (a large and very diverse group of

unicellular euakaryotes), and 5 from Excavata (unicellular

eukaryotes, many of which lack traditional mitochondria) (see

Table S1 for the full list). An overview of the current view of the

phylogeny of these groups is shown in Figure 1 (a detailed

phylogeny is shown in Figure S1).

All proteins from all genomes were analyzed for the presence of

protein domains, as defined by the Pfam database (version 25.0)

[26] and using programs from the HMMER3 package [27] with

the ‘‘gathering’’ cutoff scores suggested by the Pfam database (see

the Materials and Methods section for details). On average, 76%

of all proteins have at least one domain assigned. However, the

distribution of the domain coverage is very broad, with outliers at

the 40% and 95% level marks (Table 1). The outliers on the low

coverage level include the single-celled rodent malaria parasite

Plasmodium chabaudi (40%), the single-celled ciliate Tetrahymena

thermophila (44%), and the single-celled parasite Trichomonas vaginalis

(47%). The likely explanation for these low coverages is that these

genomes contain a large percentage of domains not found in the

traditional model organisms, which are therefore not yet included

in the Pfam database. The genome of the pufferfish Takifugu

rubripes, on the other hand, has the highest coverage level at 94%.

For the human genome, this percentage is 85%.

Overall, 34,778 distinct domain combinations were found in the

172 genomes analyzed here. A total of 22,241 of these appear in

just one genome, and only 33 (listed in Table S2) are present in all

the eukaryotic genomes analyzed here and are generally involved

in fundamental processes, such as transport, DNA repair,

transcription, and translation. More detailed analysis is presented

in the following paragraphs.

Author Summary

Most proteins in eukaryotes are composed of two or more
domains, evolutionary independent units with (often) their
own individual functions. The specific repertoire of
multidomain proteins in a given species defines the
topology of pathways and networks that carry out its
metabolic and regulatory processes. When proteins with
new domain combinations emerge by gene fusion and
fission, it directly affects topology of cellular networks in
this organism. To better understand the evolution of such
networks we analyzed a large set of eukaryotic genomes
for the evolutionary history of known domain combina-
tions. Our analysis shows that 70% of all domain
combinations present in the human genome indepen-
dently appeared in at least one other eukaryotic genome.
Overall, over 25% of all known multidomain architectures
emerged independently several times in the history of life.
The difference between a global and species specific
picture can be explained by the existence of a core set of
domain combinations that keeps reemerging in different
species, which are accompanied by a smaller number of
unique domain combinations that do not appear any-
where else.

Architectures of Multidomain Proteins
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The relationship between the number of domains and
the number of domain combinations

In order to analyze the genomic domain combination content, we

described each multidomain protein as a set of directed binary

domain combinations. For example, a protein composed of

domains A, B, and C (listed in the direction from the N-terminus

to the C-terminus) is described as a set of the three binary

combinations A,B, B,C, and A,C. We retained information

about the domain order, i.e., domain combination A,B is not the

same as B,A. Combinations between the same domains were not

included in the analysis (e.g., a protein with the architecture A-B-B

would be decomposed into only one binary combination, namely

A,B). The rationale for this is that combinations between the same

domains can be a result of local duplication, ancestral descent, or

domain fusion and the only approach to distinguish between these

would be by explicit phylogenetic analysis of each domain.

First, we simply counted how many distinct domains and

domain combinations each of the 172 genomes contains. The

average number of domains per protein is 1.7 for all the genomes

analyzed here; however, for animal genomes this number is higher

(2.0). The distribution of domains in multidomain proteins is not

uniform, with 1,448 domains appearing exclusively in single-

domain proteins and 535 appearing only in multidomain proteins

(see Tables S3 and S4 for lists of these Pfam domains). The vast

Figure 1. Overview of the current model of eukaryote evolution. The six ‘‘supergroups’’—Opisthokonta, Amoebozoa, Archaeplastida,
Chromalveolata, Rhizaria, and Excavata—are shown (the placement of Excavata is under debate) [21–23,25,29,36,37,53,54].
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.g001

Architectures of Multidomain Proteins
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majority (6,040) of all domains appears in both single- and

multidomain proteins.

The number of distinct domains per genomes shows little

variance between different organisms (with the exception of some

parasitic species) and, when including inferred sets for the

ancestral species, generally displays a decreasing trend in going

from the last common eukaryotic ancestor to large multicellular

organisms [5]. In contrast, the number of distinct domain

combinations per genome varies more and shows strong correla-

tion with the morphological complexity of their organisms,

ranging from 1,178 in the free-living unicellular ciliate Paramecium

tetraurelia to 2,372 in one of the simplest multicellular animals,

Trichoplax adhaerens [28], to 4,821 in humans. Examples of

individual domain and domain combination counts are shown in

Figure 2 (data for each genome are shown in Table S5). Especially

striking is the large difference in domain combination numbers

between deuterostomes (which include vertebrates) and proto-

stomes (ecdysozoa and lophotrochozoa [29]), ,4,050 versus

,2,650. It has been suggested that the number of domain

combinations in a genome approximately grows with the number

of domains squared [10]. Figure 3 shows the average ratio between

the sums of the number of distinct domain combinations and the

sum of (the number of distinct domains)2 for select groups of

organisms. Even with this correction, fungi, as well as Embry-

ophyta (land plants) and Chlorophyta (green algae), have

proportionally fewer domain combinations than the other groups.

On the other hand, Alveolata (a large and diverse superphylum of

single-celled eukaryotes, represented in this work by genomes from

ciliates and from the mostly parasitic Apicomplexa) appear to

partially compensate for their limited number of domains by

having a comparatively large number of domain combinations

(even larger than for animals if normalized by the domain number

squared).

Clade-specific domain and domain combinations
As mentioned above, in our analysis of 172 genomes, 22,241

(out of 34,778) domain combinations appear only once and thus

are specific to a single species. These species-specific domain

combinations are relatively evenly distributed, with 95 out of the

172 analyzed genomes having between 10 and 100 domain

combinations that are specific to the individual species (17 species

have fewer than 10 specific domain combinations, and 60 have

more than 100), with a median value of 57 (see Table S6 for

complete data). Interestingly, these 95 genomes also include

species for which very close relatives have been sequenced, such as

human (with 41 species-specific domain combinations) and

chimpanzee (9), or mouse (24) and rat (50). The chordate

Branchiostoma floridae (amphioxus), for which no close relative has

been sequenced so far, is one of the exceptions, with about 2,140

species-specific domain combinations. The next-most-prolific

organisms in terms of the number of unique domain combinations

are the hemichordate Saccoglossus kowaleskii (‘‘acorn worm’’) with

about 850 species-specific domain combinations, the brown tide

heterokont (stramenopile) Aureococcus anophagefferens (,760), the

purple sea urchin Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (,720) (which,

together with S. kowaleskii, is a member of the superphylum

Ambulacraria [30]), and the sponge Amphimedon queenslandica

(,610). In all likelihood, in most cases the large number of

unique domain combinations of these organisms is partially due to

the fact that they are the sole sequenced representatives of their

respective (sub-)phyla, and their domain combination counts have

to be compared with those of the entire phyla, such as Arthropoda,

which has about 1,500 clade-specific domain combinations (based

on 12 genomes). On the kingdom level, animals clearly have the
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most clade-specific domain combinations (about 12,800), whereas

Embryophyta (land plants) and fungi both have less than half that

number. Clade-specific domain and domain combination num-

bers for select taxonomic groups are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5A shows the distribution of all the 34,772 distinct

domain combinations encountered in this work between the five

‘‘supergroups’’ covered here, plus Thecamonas trahens (which is

related to Opisthokonta, see Figure 1). More than half (57%) of all

encountered domain combinations are exclusively found in

Opisthokonta, out of which 43% are specific to Holozoa (animals

and their closest relatives—Choanoflagellata and Capsaspora

owczarzaki). In contrast, only 14% are specific to fungi, despite

fungi having the largest numbers of genomes analyzed in this

work. Thirteen percent of all domain combinations are not

supergroup-specific, i.e., they appear in at least two different

supergroups. Only 2% of all domain combinations are found in

representatives of all five eukaryotic supergroups analyzed in this

work (listed in Table S7). Figure 5B shows the distribution of the

14,704 Holozoa-specific domain combinations over various groups

of Holozoa. As expected, Chordata have the largest number of

clade-specific domain combinations among Holozoa (27%).

Interestingly, with 7%, the single-celled choanoflagellates are an

unexpectedly large source of Holozoa-specific domain combina-

tions, especially compared to Lophotrochozoa and Nematoda with

5% and 7%, respectively. About 20% of all Holozoa-specific

domain combinations are unspecific within Holozoa at the

taxonomic level used in Figure 5B (for example, appearing in

both nematodes and arthropods).

We also investigated the numbers and types of domain

combinations that are not only exclusive to a given clade, but

also appear in each genome belonging to this clade. We termed

such domains core domain combinations. Examples for selected

genomes are shown in Figure 4 (see Table S6 for counts and

Tables S8 and S9 for detailed lists). As expected, these numbers

Figure 2. Numbers of domains and domain combinations in select species. The colors used correspond to the colors in Figure 1 (orange for
Opisthokonta, red for Amoebozoa, green for Archaeplastida, blue for Chromalveolata, and purple for Excavata).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.g002

Figure 3. Average ratios between the numbers of domain combinations and (number of domains)2 for select groups of organisms.
Standard deviations are shown as error bars. The asterix is used to indicate the results for Deuterostoma under exclusion of the amphioxus
Branchiostoma floridae genome. The colors used correspond to the colors in Figure 1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.g003
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are generally small. For clades represented by at least 10 genomes,

only vertebrates (or more precisely, Euteleostomi—‘‘bony verte-

brates’’) and land plants (Embryophyta) have more than 40 core

domain combinations. The majority of all clades have fewer than

two core-specific domain combinations (with the obvious excep-

tions of extremely closely related species, such as members of the

same genus, like Arabidopsis thaliana and Arabidopsis lyrata). Table 2

shows the nine metazoan-specific core domain combinations.

Interestingly, these nine combinations are all involved in

extracellular matrix/cell–cell adhesion (signaling) and in tran-

scription regulation.

Parallel evolution
Next, we investigated the evolutionary history of domain

combinations—do they tend to appear once and are then

inherited by the descendants (as, for example, is the case for the

nine domain combinations listed in Table 2), or do they reappear

independently multiple times in different branches of the tree of

life? Because both fusion and fission of domains are relatively

simple processes that happen as a byproduct of genome

rearrangements, in sharp contrast to the appearance of protein

domains themselves [5,31], we used unweighted parsimony for the

reconstruction of ancestral domain combinations [12,32]. Un-

weighted parsimony assumes that domain fusion and fission are,

on average, equally likely (in fact, domain fusion appears to be

slightly more common than domain fission [33–35]). Such a

parsimony analysis is based on phylogeny of all living organisms,

often called the ‘‘tree of life.’’ Currently, the topology of ‘‘tree of

life’’ is still disputed. Here, we use one that follows the newly

emerging paradigm according to which eukaryotes can be

classified into two larger clades, unikonta and bikonta [21], with

details taken from literature [21–25,29,36,37]; however, as we

show later, removing controversial sections of this tree leads to

quantitatively similar results. We used the Fitch algorithm in

conjunction with this tree, and by minimizing the gain–loss sum

[32], we calculated gains and losses for each directed domain

combination. The result of this analysis, a phylogenetic tree

overlaid with domain-combination gains and losses, is available as

Figure S4 (Figure S2 contains data for individual domains). In

order to determine whether a given directed domain combination

appeared once or multiple times, we counted on how many tree

nodes it (re-)appeared. For an example, see Figure 6; here, the

domain combination KH (orange rectangle),DEAD (green

rectangle) appears in bilaterian animals (deuterostomes and

protostomes), as well as in a group of green algae (Micromonas).

All the clades in-between lack this combination, even though they

possess each of the individual domains. Therefore, the KH-

1,DEAD was likely to have been ‘‘rediscovered’’ two times (at a

‘‘cost’’ of two gains, as opposed to one gain and nine losses if KH-

1,DEAD were deemed ancestral).

The results of analyzing each domain combination in this

manner show that that a significant number of domain combina-

tions emerged independently multiple times (Figure 7). From a

total of 34,778 distinct domain combinations present in the 172

analyzed eukaryotic genomes, 25,433 were formed only once,

3,486 appeared independently twice, 1,683 three times, and 4,176

four or more times (detailed numbers are presented in Table S10;

lists of domain combinations are in Table S11). The most

frequently reemerging domain combinations are listed in Table 3.

The total number of domain combinations that appeared

independently more than once is 9,345, about 27% of the total.

However, out of the total of 34,778 distinct domain combinations,

22,241 appear in only one genome (i.e., they are species-specific).

Accounting for this, we can say that 75% of all recurring domain

combinations have evolved independently at least once. The

unexpected result of this is that for the majority of the eukaryotes

analyzed here (154 out of 172), more than 50% of the domain

combinations present in their genome can also be found in at least

one other eukaryotic genome, not by evolutionary descent but by

independent reemergence. For example, 3,431 of the 4,821

domain combinations found in the human genome (71.1%)

independently evolved in at least one other species. On average,

Figure 4. Clade-specific domains and domain combinations. This figure shows the numbers of clade-specific domain combinations (black
numbers after the slash) and core domain combinations (black numbers before the slash) for select clades. Below these are the numbers of clade-
specific domains (gray numbers after the slash) and core domains (gray numbers before the slash). Numbers in brackets refer to domain combination
counts under exclusion of the amphioxus Branchiostoma floridae genome. The numbers of analyzed genomes are shown in parentheses below the
clade names. For example, the 19 analyzed vertebrate genomes contain 1,416 clade-specific domain combinations, 102 of which are found in each of
the 19 analyzed genomes. These 19 genomes also contain 380 clade-specific domains, out of which 67 are present in each vertebrate genome.
Ambulacraria is a clade of deuterostomes that includes echinoderms and hemichordates. To facilitate comparison of different taxonomic levels,
established phyla are shown with a light-blue background, whereas super-phyla have a light-purple background. This figure was made using the
‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs provided by Pfam. For a detailed description of parameters, see Materials and Methods. Complete counts are shown in Table S6.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.g004

Figure 5. Taxonomic distribution of domain combinations. A
shows the distribution of the 34,778 distinct domain combinations
encountered in this work over the five eukaryotic ‘‘supergroups’’
analyzed, plus Thecamonas trahens (see Figure 1). B shows the
distribution of the 14,704 Holozoa-specific domain combinations over
various groups of Holozoa. See Table 2 and Table S6 for detailed
numbers.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.g005
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this ratio is the highest in vertebrates (70.7%) and the lowest in

Excavata (43.6%). The polychaete worm Capitella teleta has the

highest ratio (72.4%) and the obligate intracellular parasite

Encephalitozoon cuniculi the lowest (24.4%) (detailed numbers are

shown in Table S12).

To test whether longer proteins are more likely to contain

reoccurring domain combinations than shorter ones, we compared

the average lengths of proteins that contain reoccurring domain

combinations to those that do not. The result is that the average

length of proteins containing reappearing domain combinations is

782 residues (median: 589) and is slightly longer than that of

proteins with non-reappearing domain combinations that have an

average of 712 residues (median: 534). On the other hand, the

average number of domains in these two groups is almost identical

(,3.3). We also compared the average lengths of domains

themselves in those two groups. The results support the

observation that repeated domain combinations tend to appear

in longer multidomain proteins, but the preference is not very

strong.

We also investigated how the specific choices of parameters

affect these numbers. In particular, we tested a range of cutoff E-

values (from 1e23 to 1e215), as well as domain-specific ‘‘trusted’’

and ‘‘noise’’ cutoff scores from the Pfam database (instead of

gathering cutoff values) [26]. Under any of these conditions, the

percentage of independently evolved domain combinations was at

least 26% (see Table 1). Furthermore, we also assessed the effect of

two alternative operational definitions of domain combinations.

First, we performed our analysis under a model of undirected

domain combinations (in which a domain combination is

considered A,B equivalent to B,A). Second, we ran our analysis

under a domain combination model that required domains to be

adjacent to be considered a combination (e.g., a protein with A-B-

C architecture contains domain combinations A,B and B,C, but

not A,C). Under both of these conditions, the parallel evolution

percentage remained around 27% (at 27.3% and 27.9%,

respectively). Since the deep topology of the eukaryotic tree of

life, as well as that of some subtrees (e.g., the fungal subtree), are

still topics of ongoing research (see Discussion), we also calculated

the percentage of independent domain combination evolution

specifically for the Metazoan and Viridiplantae (green plants)

subtrees (for the reason that plant and animal evolution is

comparatively well understood). If only Metazoan genomes were

included in the analysis, the resulting parallel evolution percentage

was 29.8%, whereas for Viridiplantae it was 19.3% (other major

subtrees had percentages between these two values).

One can argue that an unexpectedly high rate of parallel

evolution events is due to potential false negatives caused by highly

divergent domains. In this scenario, the ancestral domain

combination would be wrongly counted as having been lost and

replaced by an apparently independently evolving domain

combination, while in fact the ‘‘new domain’’ would be simply a

divergent version of the old domain. To test this hypothesis, we

performed the analysis analogous to one described before, but on

the level of Pfam-clans (groups of domains that are believed to

have originated from a common ancestor, but at much earlier

point in evolution [38]). To do this, we replaced Pfam domains

with their matching clan (for the roughly 47% of Pfam domains

that are not members of a clan, we used the domains themselves).

The resulting rate of parallel evolution of domain combinations

was about 42% for all conditions tested (see Table 1). Therefore, it

is unlikely that our results are simply an artifact due to highly

divergent domains. The explanation of this high rate is that a

proportionally large number of domain combinations that

appeared only once are members of large clans.

Next, we investigated whether parallel domain combination

evolution is equally prevalent in all subtrees of the eukaryotic tree

of life or whether some branches differ in their propensity for

parallel domain combination evolution. Related to this issue is the

question of how large the evolutionary distances between pairs of

independently evolved domain combinations are. For this purpose,

we calculated the last common ancestor (LCA) for each pair of

independently evolved domain combinations and then counted for

each internal node of the eukaryotic tree of life for how many pairs

of independently evolved domain combinations it represents the

LCA. These counts were then normalized by the sum of species

emerging from each node. The results for the nodes with the

highest rates are summarized in Figure 8. The result is that the

most events go back to the split between unikonts and bikonts (i.e.,

Table 2. Metazoan core domain combinations.

Pfam domains Description

Disintegrin,ADAM_CR Found in disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain-containing proteins that may be
involved in sperm-egg plasma membrane adhesion and fusion during fertilization.

Exostosin,Glyco_transf_64 Found in Exostosin-like 1 proteins that are transmembrane glycosyltransferases of the
endoplasmic reticulum and are involved in the biosynthesis of heparan sulfate
proteoglycans.

FG-GAP,Integrin_alpha2 Found in Integrin alpha-1, a receptor for laminin and collagen, and is believed to
function in cell-matrix adhesion and integrin-mediated signaling pathway.

I-set,fn3, fn3,I-set Found in a variety of proteins, including axon-associated and neural cell adhesion
molecules (NCAMs, Fasciclins, Contactins), glycoproteins expressed on the surface of
neurons, glia, skeletal muscle, and natural killer cells that have been implicated as
having a role in cell–cell adhesion, neurite outgrowth, synaptic plasticity, and learning
and memory.

MH1,MH2 Found in SMAD transcription factors.

PAX,Homeobox Found in paired box (PAX) transcriptional regulators.

Pou,Homeobox Found in POU domain transcription factors.

zf-C4,Hormone_recep Found in a wide variety of transcription factors, including nuclear hormone receptor
family members.

The 9 domain combinations exclusively found in all 48 animal genomes analyzed. For a complete list, see Table S8.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.t002
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to the last eukaryotic common ancestor. The split between

deuterostomes and protostomes has the second-highest relative

rate of independent domain combination evolution. In general, we

noticed that independent domain combination evolution is more

prevalent in Opisthokonta, and especially in Metazoans, than in

the rest of eukaryotes, even if normalized for the number of

genomes.

In the following, we present some examples of parallel evolution

of domain combinations between animals and fungi, Amoebozoa,

and green plants (see Figures 8 to 10).

An example of independent domain combination evolution

between animals (Neoptera, winged insects, in this particular case)

and Dikarya (that subkingdom of fungi that includes the two major

phyla Ascomycota and Basidiomycota) is shown in Figure 9. The

combination of a NACHT domain [39] with (a) Ankyrin repeat(s)

appeared independently at least twice, once (in fact, probably

more than once) in Dikarya and once in Neoptera. The nucleotide

binding NACHT (present in the neuronal apoptosis inhibitory

protein (NAIP), CIITA, HET-E, and TP1) domain is primarily

found in proteins associated with apoptosis and innate immunity

[40]. Ankyrins are a family of adaptor proteins involved in

metazoan cell adhesion [41,42]. Despite being present in

numerous fungal genomes, the function and role of NACHT

and Ankyrin domain proteins is unknown as of this writing.

Individually, both the NACHT domain and the Ankyrin repeat

are present in almost all eukaryotes (i.e., there is no particular

clade in which all members lack either one of these two domains).

The corresponding is true for the following two examples.

Another example of parallel evolution is the Amidohydrola-

se,Aspartate/ornithine carbamoyltransferase combination that

Figure 6. Parallel evolution of the K Homology (KH),DEAD/DEAH box helicase combination between Bilateria and Micromonas (a
group of green algae). The complete diagram on which this simplified version is based is available in the supplementary materials.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.g006
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evolved independently in Metazoa and in Dictyostelium (Figure 10).

This combination is found in the mammalian CAD protein, which

is a multifunctional protein that performs multiple enzymatic

activities in the de novo pyrimidine synthesis pathway [43].

A more-distant parallel evolution example is the evolution of the

K Homology (KH),DEAD/DEAH box helicase combination that

appeared independently in Bilateria and in Micromonas (a group of

green algae) (Figure 6). The K homology (KH) domain is an

evolutionarily conserved domain and is present in a wide variety of

nucleic acid–binding proteins. The KH domain binds RNA and

can function in RNA recognition [44]. The KH,DEAD/DEAH

box helicase combination is found in the probable ATP-dependent

RNA helicase DDX43 [45,46]. The role of the protein with this

domain architecture in green algae is unknown.

Statistical significance of the results
All the values presented here depend critically on the number

and phylogenetic distribution of genomes analyzed, the size of the

domain database, and the significance thresholds (and sensitivity)

for domain assignments. We evaluated the effects of these on our

results, especially in the light of many earlier papers reporting

results of somewhat similar analyses being contradictory to our

results. To understand these apparent discrepancies, we have

repeated our analyses using a reduced number of genomes,

different domain recognition thresholds, and smaller domain

databases mimicking the approaches used in earlier works. The

results from these analyses confirm that the differences between

the earlier and the current results stem mostly from the increase in

the number of analyzed genomes and in the size of the domain

databases. For instance, using only five genomes resulted in a

reemergence percentage similar to the estimates presented in ([19]

and [20]). Clearly, increasing the number of the genomes in the

analysis results in a large increase of this percentage. We can

expect that the value reported here is a lower estimate of the real

value, and with a significant growth of the number of completed

eukaryotic genomes, this value could grow even further.

Similarly, we can show that other differences between our results

and that of the previous analyses are mostly due to the changes in the

number of genomes and the size of the domain database. For instance,

analysis of five eukaryotic genomes and domain definitions from the

SCOP 1.53 database [47] led to the estimate that 80% of all eukaryotic

proteins are multidomain proteins [48] (similar numbers were reported

in Liu), while our results suggest that this number is around 32%

(Table 1). Two reasons are likely to contribute to these discrepancies.

First, here we used much-more-stringent cutoff values than the

unrealistically low E-value of 1022 used in [48]. But even performing

our analysis with an E-value cutoff of 1022 instead of the domain-

specific ‘‘gathering’’ thresholds results in a multidomain protein

percentage of 52 (and a protein match range of 52% to 97%), which

is still lower than reported in [33] and [49]. This effect is due to the

growth of the domain databases over the last 10 years—the SCOP

database has more than doubled during that time—and the specific

bias in the order in which domains are added to databases such as

SCOP or Pfam. For instance, central and highly promiscuous domains

[10], such as kinase, PH (Pleckstrin homology), PDZ, SH3 (Src

Homology 3), and AAA (ATPases Associated with diverse cellular

Activities), have been studied and, as a consequence, added to the

domain databases earlier than rare and less-central domains.

Confirming this trend are two more-recent studies based on seven

eukaryotic genomes in which the percentage of eukaryotic multido-

main proteins is estimated to be 65% [49].

Unfortunately, we cannot completely exclude the effects of

erroneous gene models. To partially address this problem, we

performed our analysis under both inclusion as well as exclusion of

the one genome with the most unusual domain combinations (that

of the amphioxus Branchiostoma floridae). Furthermore, we per-

formed our analysis on various subsets of all available eukaryotic

genomes that are believed to be of high(er) quality (results not

shown). In both cases, the effect on the resulting parallel evolution

rate of 27% was negligible.

There are several simplifications made in our model that likely

lead to underestimating the number of independently emerging

domain combinations. First, since our analysis is not based on

domain trees (evolutionary trees built for specific domains), our

results do not take into account parallel domain combination

evolution within a genome, i.e., between paralogs in large protein

families (this is in contrast to the study performed in [20]). Second,

it has previously been shown that domain fusion is more likely

than domain fission [33–35]; thus, emergence of the same domain

combinations is more likely than repeated loss of large ancestral

sets of domain combinations undergoing primarily domain fission.

Third, the results presented here depend to some degree on the

number of genomes analyzed. Performing our analysis with a

reduced number of genomes (results not shown) results in a smaller

Figure 7. Independent domain combination evolution under an unweighted parsimony model. The histogram in A shows the sum for
reappearing domains versus the number of reappearances. B is a comparison between the sum of domains that appear only once versus the sum of
domains that appear more than once.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.g007
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reemergence percentage (similar to the lower estimations in [19]

and [20]); therefore, it is expected that with even more completed

eukaryotic genomes, this percentage will grow further.

Finally, we would like to point out while the tree of life shown in

Figure 1 (and in detail in Figure S1) is still disputed; this is mainly

due to uncertainty regarding the placement of Rhizaria. Since our

analysis does not include any genomes from this group, this

controversy has no bearing on the results presented here. The

second controversy concerns the placement of haptophytes (a

phylum of algae), which in the model used here are considered

part of Chromalveolata, but which according to recent results

might form a clade with Archaeplastida [24]. In our analysis,

haptophytes are represented by only one genome, Emiliania huxleyi,

the placement of which on the tree of life has no measurable effect

on the results presented here (data not shown).

Discussion

Our analysis shows that the number of distinct domain combina-

tions per genome varies greatly between different groups of species and

increases systematically with their complexity. This increase matches

the intuitive meaning of ‘‘complexity’’ as related to differentiation

between cell types in an organism, which typically results from the

interactions between multidomain regulatory processes.

The main result presented in this paper, namely the fact that at least

25% of all known and 75% of all recurring domain combinations have

evolved independently, is less intuitive. On one hand, it is an obvious

effect of the plasticity of eukaryotic genomes, with genome rearrange-

ments constantly reshuffling existing domain combinations. On the

other hand, it is interesting that this apparently random process leads to

repeated reemergence of the same domain arrangements. Given that

the genomes analyzed in this work contain a total of 8,023 distinct

domains, it would allow the formation of about 646106 distinct

directed domain combinations. And yet in the genomes analyzed here,

we observed a total of only 34,778 domain combinations, which

corresponds to only about 0.05% of the theoretical maximum.

Therefore, we can speculate that the process of domain recombination

is not entirely random and that organisms evolved some mechanisms

that constrain the process of domain recombination in such a way that

the chances of harmful, nonsensical arrangements are decreased. Here,

we can only speculate about possible mechanisms to implement such

constraints, but, for example, this could be achieved via the specific

distribution of transposable elements and/or chromosomal locations of

preferred recombination ‘‘hot spots.’’

The number of times many domain combinations emerged

independently is even more significant when viewed from the

perspective of individual species. Over 70% of the domain combina-

tions present in the human genome, and about 70% for all vertebrates,

Table 3. The most frequently reemerging domain combinations.

Number of
reappearances Domain combination

Description of domains (Pfam clans are in
square brackets) Comment

32 zf-MYND,SET MYND finger [TRASH (CL0175)] Present in N-lysine methyltransferases.

SET domain

29 IMS,IMS_HHH

IMS_HHH,IMS_C

impB/mucB/samB family
IMS family HHH motif [HHH (CL0198)]
IMS family HHH motif [HHH (CL0198)]
impB/mucB/samB family C-terminal

Domain architecture IMS - IMS_HHH - IMS_C is
present in DNA polymerases (i.e. kappa, IV)
involved in DNA repair and present in species
ranging from bacteria to humans.

28 Ank,zf-DHHC ankyrin repeat [Ank (CL0465)]
DHHC zinc finger domain
[Zn_Beta_Ribbon (CL0167)]

Present in palmitoyltransferases.

Ank_2,RCC1 ankyrin repeat [Ank (CL0465)]
Regulator of chromosome condensation
(RCC1) repeat [Beta_propeller (CL0186)]

In vertebrates, the architecture Ank_2 - RCC1 -
BTB is present in inhibitor of Bruton tyrosine
kinase proteins.

GST_C,tRNA-synt_1c_C Glutathione S-transferase (C-term.)
[GST_C (CL0497)]
tRNA synthetases class I (E and Q),
anti-codon binding domain

Domain architecture GST_C - tRNA-synt_1c -
tRNA-synt_1c_C is present in Glutamyl-tRNA
synthetases.

27 GST_C,tRNA-synt_1c Glutathione S-transferase (C-term.)
[GST_C (CL0497)]
Aminoacyl tRNA synthetases, class I
[tRNA_synt_I (CL0038)]

See above.

Hexapep,W2 Bacterial transferase hexapeptide
eIF4-gamma/eIF5/eIF2-epsilon
[TPR (CL0020)]

Present in translation initiation factor eIF-2B
subunit epsilon.

SMC_hinge,SMC_N SMC proteins Flexible Hinge Domain
RecF/RecN/SMC N terminal domain
[P-loop_NTPase (CL0023)]

Found in structural maintenance of chromosomes
proteins, and bacterial chromosome partition
proteins.

26 IBN_N,HEAT Importin-beta N-terminal domain
[TPR (CL0020)]
HEAT repeat domain (related to armadillo/
beta-catenin-like repeats) [TPR (CL0020)]

Found in Importin-4, Importin subunits beta-1
and beta-4, and in Transportin (which also
includes HEAT-like repeats).

zf-C3HC4,IBR Zinc finger, C3HC4 type (RING finger)
[RING (CL0229)]
IBR (In Between Ring fingers) domain

Found in proteins that have been suggested to
accept ubiquitin from specific E2 ubiquitin-
conjugating enzymes and then transferring it to
various substrates

Domains described as promiscuous in [10] are in bold.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.t003
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Figure 8. Normalized rates of independent domain combination evolution. Normalized (by the number of genomes) sums of
independently evolved domain combinations across major splits on the eukaryotic tree of life are shown. ‘‘Opistho’’ stands for Opisthokonta and
‘‘Choano’’ stands for Chanoflagellatae. Ambulacraria is a clade that includes echinoderms and hemichordates.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.g008

Figure 9. Parallel evolution of the NACHT,Ankyrin combination between Neoptera (winged insects) and fungi. The complete
diagram on which this simplified version is based is available in the supplementary materials (which explains that both major groups of fungi,
Basidiomycota and Ascomycota, have one independent domain fusion event each).
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.g009
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have evolved independently in other species at least once. This

apparent discrepancy between the global and per-species averages is

caused by a large number—over 22,000, unique, species-specific

domain combinations, which, while rare (about 130 on average, with a

median of 57) in individual species, add up to a large percentage over

all species. One can argue that we are seeing two types of domain

combinations: ‘‘universal, reemerging domain combinations’’ and

‘‘clade–specific, non-reemerging domain combinations.’’

One might speculate that domains that tend to appear in

independently evolved domain combinations could be function-

ally different from those that make up combinations that only

appeared once. This seems not to be the case, though—

preliminary studies using a variety of methods and tools (such

as Gene Ontology term enrichment analysis) indicate that there is

no significant correlation between domain function and the

tendency of domains to appear in independently evolved domain

combinations. Similarly, strong correlation between domain

‘‘promiscuity’’ [10] and presence in reemerging domain combi-

nations could not be observed. On the other hand, the modeling

of structures of several specific cases of independently emerged

domain combinations indicates that surface features of individual

domains could be dramatically different, suggesting dissimilar

functions [8]. This interesting issue definitely requires more in-

depth analysis.

Observations presented in this paper have important conse-

quences in interpreting similarities and differences between

genomes of distantly related organisms. Usually, discovery of a

protein with known domain architectures in newly studied species is

taken as an argument for evolutionary conservation of function of

these proteins. This is of particular importance when attempting to

transfer protein function from distantly related model organisms,

such as from the ecdysozoans Drosophila melanogaster and C. elegans, to

vertebrates, such as humans. The high rate of independent domain

combination evolution between protostomes and deuterostomes

Figure 10. Parallel evolution of the Amidohydrolase,Aspartate/ornithine carbamoyltransferase combination between Metazoa
and Dictyostelium. The complete diagram on which this simplified version is based is available in the supplementary materials.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002701.g010
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(the second-largest rate; see Figure 8) is yet another reason for

interpreting results from such model organisms with caution [18].

Besides estimating the rate of independent domain evolution, we

also assessed the number of clade-specific domains and domain

combinations. All branches of life (at all levels) have unique domain

combinations (combinations not shared with other branches). Due to

unequal sampling, it is difficult to compare these numbers. Never-

theless, some issues are worth mentioning. While, as expected, animals

have the largest number of unique domain combinations (,12,800,

based on 48 genomes, compared to ,4,800 in fungi based on 61

genomes and ,3,700 in green plants based on 33 genomes), within

animals there appears to be little-to-no correlation between the number

of unique domain combinations and morphological complexity. For

example, mammals have ,400 unique domain combinations from 10

genomes, whereas Arthropoda have roughly three times that number

(,1,500 from 12 genomes). Clearly, the number of unique domain

combinations does not explain the complexity of mammals. In this

context, we introduced the concept of clade core domain combina-

tions, combinations exclusively found in each genome of a given clade.

It can be argued that such clade core domain combinations provide

fundamental and distinguishing functionality for the organisms of a

clade. For example, animal core domain combinations are all involved

in extracellular matrix/cell–cell adhesion functions and in transcription

regulation functions and are thus strongly correlated with the

development of multicellular organisms.

In summary, our results stress a recurring theme—namely, that

evolution is an exceedingly dynamic, and seemingly random,

process. New domain combinations are being created and

recreated throughout evolution. Each group of organisms (and

probably even each organism) has their own solution, based on a

partially shared set of building blocks (domains) to solve shared

biochemical and regulatory needs.

As more and more genomes are being sequenced, we expect the

percentage of independent domain combination evolution to grow

even more. In fact, we expect that, with sufficient data available,

the following paradigm of evolution at the domain level will

emerge. Major clades (such as animals) have a relatively small set

of distinguishing core domain combinations that are essential and

defining for members of that clade (such as developmental

programs and cell–cell adhesion for animals). Outside of these

hierarchical sets of core domain combinations (such as for

eukaryotes, animals, and vertebrates), all domains are randomly

undergoing reshuffling, and the vast majority keep reemerging and

disappearing both over species space and over time, with the

exception of various small sets of core domain combinations.

Materials and Methods

Protein predictions for 172 completed eukaryotic genomes were

downloaded from a variety of sources (for details, see Table S1) and

analyzed for domain content against the hidden Markov models

(HMMs) from the Pfam domain database (version 25.0) using

hmmpfam from the HMMER software package (version 3.0)

[26,27]. For score thresholds, we primarily used the per-domain

‘‘gathering’’ cutoff bit scores (‘‘GA2’’) from the Pfam database (these

cutoffs are used by Pfam to determine which sequences get included in

Pfam full alignments). Domains associated with viruses, transposons,

and bacteriophages were ignored. For overlapping domains, only the

domain with the lowest E-value was retained. The domains of

multidomain proteins were decomposed into all possible pairs of

directed binary combinations; combinations between identical do-

mains were ignored. Based on these preprocessing steps, lists of

domains and domain combinations were created for each genome

analyzed and then mapped onto corresponding external nodes of the

eukaryotic evolutionary tree (see Figure S1). The presence and absence

of domains and domain combinations for each internal tree node were

inferred under unweighted parsimony using the Fitch algorithm for

domain combinations [32,50] and using the Dollo parsimony for

individual domains [5,51].This allowed us to count how many times

each domain combination appeared. In order to test the robustness of

the results, we performed the analyses with various parameters. For

example, we tested filtering the predicted domains by E-values ranging

from 1023 to 10215 and/or filtering using the lists of domain-specific

score cutoff values used by the Pfam database (‘‘trusted,’’ ‘‘gathering,’’

and ‘‘noise’’ cutoffs, with trusted cutoffs being the most stringent).

Furthermore, we tested the effects of ignoring overlapping domains.

We were unable to find a combination of these settings that would

significantly change the numbers presented here and invalidate our

conclusions. The preprocessing steps, the unweighted Fitch parsimony,

the Dollo parsimony, and basic ancestral GO term analyses were

performed by software of our own design [52].

Supporting Information

Figure S1 The phylogenetic tree used. This shows the

detailed tree that was used in the parsimony analysis and on which

Figure 1 is based.

(PDF)

Figure S2 Domain gains and losses during eukaryote
evolution. phyloXML [55] formatted file, viewable with

Archaeopteryx software [56]. Domain gains and losses are inferred

under Dollo parsimony [5]. Summary of conditions used: protein

predictions as listed in Table S1, domain models from Pfam 25.0,

analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs.

(BZ2)

Figure S3 Domain combination gains and losses during
eukaryote evolution. phyloXML [55] formatted file, viewable with

Archaeopteryx software [56]. Domain combination gains and losses

are inferred under unweighted parsimony [32], Summary of conditions

used: protein predictions as listed in Table S1, domain models from

Pfam 25.0, analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs.

(BZ2)

Figure S4 Parallel evolution of the NACHT,Ankyrin
combination between Neoptera and fungi. Tree nodes in

which the domain combination in question has been inferred to be

present are highlighted in green. Summary of conditions used:

protein predictions as listed in Table S1, domain models from

Pfam 25.0, analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs.

(PDF)

Figure S5 Parallel evolution of the Amidohydrolase,As-
partate/ornithine carbamoyltransferase combination
between Metazoa and Dictyostelium. Tree nodes in which

the domain combination in question has been inferred to be

present are highlighted in green. Summary of conditions used:

protein predictions as listed in Table S1, domain models from

Pfam 25.0, analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs.

(PDF)

Figure S6 Parallel evolution of the K Homology
(KH),DEAD/DEAH box helicase combination between
Bilateria and Micromonas. Tree nodes in which the domain

combination in question has been inferred to be present are

highlighted in green. Summary of conditions used: protein

predictions as listed in Table S1, domain models from Pfam

25.0, analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs.

(PDF)
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Table S1 Genomes analyzed.
(XLS)

Table S2 The 33 domain combinations present in all 172
eukaryotic genomes analyzed. This table shows the 33 domain

combinations that are present in all 172 eukaryotic genomes

analyzed in this work together with typical proteins in which these

domain combinations appear. Summary of conditions used:

protein predictions as listed in Table S1, domain models from

Pfam 25.0, analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs.

(XLS)

Table S3 Domains appearing only in single-domain pro-
teins. This table shows the 1,448 domains that appear only in single-

domain proteins in the 172 genomes analyzed. Summary of conditions

used: protein predictions as listed in Table S1, domain models from

Pfam 25.0, analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs.

(XLS)

Table S4 Domains appearing only in multidomain
proteins. This table shows the 535 domains that appear only

in multidomain proteins in the 172 genomes analyzed. Summary

of conditions used: protein predictions as listed in Table S1,

domain models from Pfam 25.0, analyzed with HMMER 3.0,

Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs.

(XLS)

Table S5 Domain and domain combination counts in
extant species. This table shows the numbers of distinct

domains and domain combinations for the 172 genomes analyzed

(color coded according to taxonomic groups and inversely sorted

according to the number of domain combinations). The ratio

(domain combinations)/(domains2) is also shown, Summary of

conditions used: protein predictions as listed in Table S1, domain

models from Pfam 25.0, analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam

‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs.

(XLS)

Table S6 Core and clade-specific domain and domain
combination numbers. This shows the numbers of core, as

well as clade- and species-specific, domains and domain

combinations. Summary of conditions used: protein predictions

as listed in Table S1, domain models from Pfam 25.0, analyzed

with HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs. The phylogenetic

tree used is shown in Figure S1 and simplified in Figure 1.

(XLS)

Table S7 Domain combinations appearing in represen-
tatives of each of the five eukaryotic supergroups
analyzed. Each domain combination listed in this table appears

in at least one member of each of the five eukaryotic supergroups

analyzed in this work. Summary of conditions used: protein

predictions as listed in Table S1, domain models from Pfam 25.0,

analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs. The

phylogenetic tree used is shown in Figure S1 and simplified in

Figure 1.

(XLS)

Table S8 List of core domain combinations. Summary of

conditions used: protein predictions as listed in Table S1, domain

models from Pfam 25.0, analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam

‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs. The phylogenetic tree used is shown in Figure

S1 and simplified in Figure 1.

(XLS)

Table S9 List of core domains. Summary of conditions used:

protein predictions as listed in Table S1, domain models from

Pfam 25.0, analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs.

The phylogenetic tree used is shown in Figure S1 and simplified in

Figure 1.

(XLS)

Table S10 Numbers of reappearing domain combina-
tions. Summary of conditions used: protein predictions as listed

in Table S1, domain models from Pfam 25.0, analyzed with

HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs. The phylogenetic tree

used is shown in Figure S1 and simplified in Figure 1.

(XLS)

Table S11 List of reappearing domain combinations.
Summary of conditions used: protein predictions as listed in Table

S1, domain models from Pfam 25.0, analyzed with HMMER 3.0,

Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs. The phylogenetic tree used is shown in

Figure S1 and simplified in Figure 1.

(XLS)

Table S12 Numbers of domain combinations per ge-
nome which independently evolved in a different
genome at least once. Summary of conditions used: protein

predictions as listed in Table S1, domain models from Pfam 25.0,

analyzed with HMMER 3.0, Pfam ‘‘gathering’’ cutoffs. The

phylogenetic tree used is shown in Figure S1 and simplified in

Figure 1.

(XLS)
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